Instructor dislikes religious language
By Karen Sorensen
Is God a "she"
No one really knows, but referring to God as a "he" has been and continues to be a controversial issue,
At a recent Campus Christian Center presentation entitled "Perspectives on Feminist Theology," two women met to discuss the topic of patriarchal religious language. Carol Christ, a women’s studies and religious
studies associate professor, and Reverend Wilma Reichard of the San Jose
First Congregational Church spoke to about 20 listeners.
Christ said she believes a new language is needed which incorporates
women into religion. Reichard agrees a new language may be advantageous
for some, but stressed the importance of preserving traditional language for
others.
The fact that patriarchal language is a deep-rooted tradition is a problem, Christ said.
"We consistently refer to God as our Father, our King, our Lord," she
said. "It’s deeply ingrained in our psychological pattern and our language."
Even though it is explained in church that God is a spiritual being, and

therefore not a man or a woman, the church’s language and symbolism
helps to subconsciously infer that God is male. This creates a problem for
women, she said.
"It’s much harder for us ( women) to think of God as like ourselves,"
Christ said. "That means it is harder for us to think of ourselves as being in
positions of power in our society, in our families or in our relationships with
other people. We tend to think of ourselves as working with God or for God,
but not as being part of God."
The relationship with God is different for men, Christ said. The image of
God reinforces a man’s self-image, she explained, since they can identify
more with God in their societal positions, such as that of a father.
Women also tend to put men in the position of God, she added.
"We look up to our husband, our father or favorite teacher and take
what he says as the word we have to listen to," she said.
A new language is needed that will make women feel more included in
religion, Christ said, suggesting three different ways of accomplishing this.
One way is to begin to refer to God as a female or Mother and alter this
with references to God as a male. Prayers could be rewritten to change ref-

erences from "he" to "she."
But since there is a deep resistance to refering to God as a female,
Christ said, a neutral language could be used. A neutral lnaguage would
avoid the use of a gender. Instead of using the word "Lord," for example,
the word "Ruler" could be used. Likewise, "Father Almighty" could be replaced with "Creator." Pronouns would not be used at all.
The third way to include women in religious language would be to reintroduce the goddess religions which preceded Judaism and Christianity,
she said.
"Every people have worshiped a goddess," she said. "All of our ethnicities come from groups where goddesses have been worshiped at one time or
another."
Christ said that Greeks, Hebrews, Africans and Native Americans were
people who have worshiped goddesses. Some of these religions stressed a
mother-daughter relationship rather then a father-son relationship.
"It’s important to stimulate our imaginations be learning the history of
the goddesses,"she said.
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Cleaver speech
provokes crowd
By Cheryl Clemmons
and Grace Donetelli
Former Black Panther Eldridge Cleaver, as usual, provoked mixed reactions among a crowd of more than 100 people yesterday in the S.U. Amphitheatre.
Cleaver has spoken at SJSU several times before in the past few years.
This semester his topic was "America’s Future and the World Revolution,"
and each controversial point Cleaver made was met with a smattering of applause, and a few groans.
"Each time that we have spoken here we have had a very lively debate
following my opening remarks and sometimes it gets lively before I get a
chance to make my opening remarks."
One of Cleaver’s points was to obtain "a concensus among us for the stability of our democratic political institutions."
"We should be able to look at alternatives and decide amongst ourselves
what type of political systems we want to have."
Cleaver said many reforms are needed in this country before changes
can come about.
"We’ve got political, military problems, complicated and difficult problems," Cleaver said. " I do not want to believe that America cannot overcome these problems."
Cleaver cited problem areas needing reform in America as: the banking and monatary system, land reform programs, telephone system, high
cost of air travel, retirement plans, cost of medical care, tax laws, narcotics
laws, United Nations relations and the electoral college.
"These things can only be done by political power, not by wishing them
in," Cleaver said. "We as individuals can make a difference."
According to Cleaver, in order to make these chances we will be "incurring the wrath of some very powerful people."
Cleaver said everyone wants to live in an ideal society, and human beings have come up with ingenious schemes to build this type of world.
"People say they are going to go back to their homeland, like Africa for
instance, but most of us ain’t going anywhere," Cleaver said. "We must resolve the problems here among ourselves, not just sit around on our butts."
Cleaver said Americans need to get organized and involved.
"We need a new spirit in America, open to criticism and reform,"
Cleaver said. "We have a divided people and a divided population that is
stifled."
Cleaver stressed that we must make "life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness" a reality.
"Grasp hold of this and make it a living reality so that we can export
this reality to the rest of the world," Cleaver said.
Cleaver said many people are satisfied with the state of the country as it
is, but he strongly disagrees.
"We cannot remain where we are right now," Cleaver said. "We must
have a program and a plan that allows us improvements without trashing
our democracy, without destroying it. We don’t want to go from the frying
pan into the fire."
Cleaver said he wanted to "shake the audience up" and make them realize that the future of the land was in their hands.
"You have the power to define the course of events," Cleaver said. "We
don’t have a clear vision of the future. The result is that we are working
against our best interests."

Deceased visitor
shocks sorority
By Keith Hodgin
A nude male cadaver, minus an
eye and a hand, was found propped
in a standing position against the
front door of a sorority at California
State University, Fullerton on Saturday morning.
Neither the perpetrators nor the
detached parts of the body are in
custody.
Campus police will talk with fraternity leaders this week in an effort
to find some leads in the case, said
Bill Hoffman, director of public Battey for the campus police.
The cadaver was discovered at
about 8 a.m. by a member of the
Delta Zeta sorority.
Sorority leaders, campus police
and administration officals refused
to say who discovered the body.
The cadaver was stolen from a
locked box inside a locked classroom in the science building. Two inside doors and the box were pried
open, Hoffman said.
No one would speculate on the
reason for the missing parts of the
body.
The persons responsible for the

theft face felony charges of burglary, illegal transportation of a cadaver and mutilating a cadaver,
according to Hoffman.
Randy Harrell, activities coordinator for the department of student services at Fullerton, said
there is no evidence that the incident
was a prank.
"I’d like to string up whoever
said it" was a prank, Harrell said.
A meeting for Thursday afternoon has been set with the InterFraternity Council, the governing
body of the campus fraternities,
Harrell added. "I take it very seriously and will deal very harshly if
there is a fraternity involved."
Jennifer Rector, former Delta
Zeta president, said in a telephone
interview from the sorority that she
"can’t comment" on the incident.
Jerry Mason, a detective sergeant for the Fullerton police, said
his office filed a courtesy report, but
is leaving the investigation up to the
school. Hoffman said the cadaver
was returned to the science department and will continue to be used for
study at the school.

Steve Staebeld

Former Black Panther leader Eldridge Cleaver urges students to get involved in politics.

Fullerton rips proposal
By Scott Bontz
In a press conference Monday, SJSU President Gail Fullerton said, "The
legislature should not be determining curriculum," in reference to the state
legislative analyst’s recommendation to the legislature to eliminate state
funding for specific courses.
Fullerton also said university legal advisors are studying the recently
approved California Public Interest Research Group initiative, and that
groups funded by the Revised Automatic Funding Initiative do not have to
be budgeted the exact amount specified by the RAFT for the Associated Students’ budget to meet her
approval.
A legislative analyst’s
recommendation for the
California State Universities 1983-84 budget said
recre"avocational,
ational, and personal development"
courses
should not receive state
money. The recommendation said this would save
the state $3.2 million.
Fullerton said if the
state needs to make a budget cut, it should make that
cut to the school, but not
decide which classes a
Ga il Fullerton
school should have or not
have. She said the analyst’s "laundry list" specified "we could offer tennis
for degree credit, but not badminton."
"They should not be drawing that kind of line," Fullerton said. "That’s
not a legislative function. It’s an academic function.
"If they’re going to say . . . we may not use state funds for a course that
does not carry baccalaureate credit, that has already been our understanding. We do not offer remedial work for credit."
Fullerton said SJSU will encourage the legislature not to include the
analyst’s recommendation in the budget. She said SJSU administrators
have direct contact with legislators, and the school could also work through
the CSU system office and the California Post-Secondary Educational Commission.
Fullerton said she has testified before subcommittees of the Senate and
Assembly on other issues, and said she "wouldn’t be surprised" if she testified on the analyst’s recommendation.
"Going up to testify can make a very real difference." Fullerton said,
but added jokingly, "When the legislature’s involved, one never dares feel
confident."
Fullerton has not yet approved the CalPIRG initiative passed by students in March. She is awaiting a presentation of the initiative by CalPIRG
proponents, and a confirmation of the legality of an association chapter at
SJSU. No CSU campus has a CalPIRG chapter. Fullerton said she will make

her decision "within the next couple of weeks."
As the initiative was approved in the A.S. elections, students would pay
a 83 fee each semester to the consumer-interest group.Students could be reimbursed after the semester begins, if they choose not to pay for CalPIRG’s
services.
Fullerton said the university legal staff is studying the "legal question"
of requiring a mandatory fee to fund CalPIRG. She said fees for CalPIRG
would be different than other mandatory fees because they will go to an
"off-campus group" that "very clearly intends to engage in political lobbying activities."
RAFI, approved by students last March, is "advisory.. as far as the
president is concerned," Fullerton said. Whether the RAF1 is
Continued on page it

REC won’t move
By Larry Hooper
Talks last month between university and city officials about locating the proposed Recreation and
Events Center on city-owned redevelopment property were nothing
more than talk, according to city
and campus officials.
Both university and city officials decided that relocating the
center is not feasible.
But Robert Musil, A.S. director
of community affairs, said he still
hopes to convince the Hty to donate
property for the project.
The city approached the university about locating the Rec Center
on the block between Paseo de San
Antonio and Third, Fourth and San
Carlos streets, Musil said.
Dorm students were concerned
about the Rec Center being so close
to the dorms, Musil said. The center
is planned for Ninth and San Carlos
streets, next to West Hall.
Events at the center "would put
10,000 people in the dorm community," Musil said. "There is obviously a security concern."
However, city officials said the
relocation of the center was not their
idea.

Mayor Tom McEnery was approached by San Jose Mercury
News Publisher P Anthony Ridder
with the idea, according to Councilwoman Susan Hammer, who represents the downtown area.
Ridder was not available for
comment Monday.
"The mayor cannot participate
in San Antonio redevelopment discussions, so he had (Councilman)
Jim Beall handle it," she said.
McEnery cannot vote in certain
downtown development topics near
the property his family owns in the
downtown area because of a conflict -of-interest agreement with the
district attorney’s office.
Continued on pages

Weather
The weather will be sunny
and mild today, according to the
National Weather Service. Temperatures will range in the upper
60s to the low 70s. More sunshine
is also expected for Thursday.
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EDITORIAL

Time is ripe for reduction talks
recent election in West Germany
The
should sit well with President Reagan.
German voters elected the most proAmerican head of state in several years. As
a candidate, he voiced no opposition to a
NATO proposal to deploy Pershing II and
cruise missiles in Europe.
Reagan should use this as an opportunity
to press ahead with arms reductions talks
with the Soviets. Perhaps now that the Soviets know that the missiles will be deployed if
they do not negotiate, they will be more willing to deal.
Helmut Kohl, the newly elected chancellor, has stated he would support the
NATO proposal. However, he favors the socalled zero-option plan presented by the Reagan administration at ongoing arms-reduction talks in Geneva.
This plan calls for NATO to drop its deployment plan in exchange for Soviet agreement to dismantle its arsenal of land-based.
intermediate-range missiles.
However, the Soviet Union has refused
to accept the zero-option plan as an acceptable solution to the escalating arms race.
Reagan. operating under the assumption
that the Soviets have approximately three

times as many land -based missiles as the
U.S., has deemed it critical that the U.S.
achieve parity with the Soviets in land-based
missiles before any meaningful arms reduction proposal can be considered.
The Soviets, out of fear for their security, want to increase their own stockpile
should Reagan go ahead with the NATO deploy ment plan. And so, the race goes on.
Reagan’s course should be clear. He
now has a strong ally in Germany in the person of Helmut Kohl.
Consequently, Reagan now has a very
strong position from which to bargain. With
each side operating under its own set of
numbers, the only outcome of the NATO deploy nicht plan would be continued acceleration of an already insane arms race. President Reagan has the opportunity now before
him to put the brakes on.
Political leaders throughout Europe are
urging him to reach some compromise with
the Soviets on the zero-option plan, which
may very well appeal to them if modified
somewhat.
Rather than continuing to be part of the
problem, it is about time for Reagan to become part of the solution.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Worthy news or just gossip?
The American press has long had a love affair with
the indiscretions and embarrassments of public figures.
Congressman Wilbur D. Mills’ trysts with stripper
Fanne Foxe lap in 1974 made lively reading. Richard
Nixon’s White House marital problems with Pat got a
fair share of the news columns. And the kinky sex rituals revealed in the recent Pulitzer divorce trial certainly caught the public’s eye.
Sociologists and psychologists can banter back and
forth about why readers like to see celebrities and poli-

By Dan Nakaso
Editor

ticians brought down a notch.
But the fact is that the private lives of public figures
are fair game for the press.
There is a limit to how far the press should go, however.
Those who choose the public limelight expect to be
handled roughly by the press when they stumble. But
they should only be held accountable for their own actions. They are not responsible for the behavior of relatives or others around them. Too often, though, the press
forgets this.
President Reagan was wronged last week when his
name was connected with a 20-year-old who admitted
killing his mother 3,000 miles away from the White
House.
Reagan’s involvement’? He happens to be the client
of an attorney who is the father of Michael David Miller,
who admitted bludgeoning his 52-year-old mother to
death March 24.
Nearly everything Reagan does, good or bad, is
news. But this time he was unfairly treated by the press.
He was unjustly tied to a murder by a tenuous connection.
Still, the faux pas of newsmakers sons, daughters.
wives, husbands and cousins continue to be reported.
The antics of Billy Carter, who had no authority or

TALKMAN:.
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More teamwork,
less relocation

control over his presidential brother, were reported for
years although few of his exploits would have been news
if done by an average citizen.
Doris Day’s 34-year-old son was suddenly news, because of his famous mother, when he filed for divorce.
When Pennsylvania Senator Hugh Scott’s daughter
was arrested on drug charges, the press reportedly implied the senator should have been exercising more parental control. The fact that she was 41, married, divorced and a mother of eight apparently mattered little
to the press reporting her arrest
Journalists have a responsibility to judge each story
for its newsworthiness alone minus the celebrity’s
name. If they do that, they will discover that many stories about public figures are nothing more than overthe-fence gossip.
There are instances, however, when relatives of a
public figures do something ordinary but which qualifies as real news.
For example, President Reagan chastized unemployed Americans, saying there are many jobs listed in
the classified ads. The unemployed should take some
initiative, the President says, instead of joining the welfare rolls.
At the same time, however, his son, unemployed
ballet dancer Ron Reagan, is photographed standing in
an unemployment line.
Last semester the Daily made the wrong choice.
When San Jose Police arrested a 20-year-old man on
suspicion of setting fire to a downtown warehouse, the
news was hardly startling to Spartan Daily readers.
Editors, pushing for more of a campus angle in
order to use the story, were told two university police officers detained the suspect for the San Jose police
making the story a little more interesting to SJSU.
But when it was learned the arson suspect was the
brother of a university police officer, the story suddenly
became page one, worth two headlines
one reading
"cop’s brother charged for blaze."
The one paragraph of the story connecting the arson
suspect to the university police officer never should
have been written.
But the list of those treated unfairly goes on. And so
does the press.
Dan Nakaso’s column on the media appears every
Wednesday.

Editor:
You are walking through another dimension. It is a dimension of
fraternities and sororities who want
the off campus area to be free of Job
Corps "hallways." It is an area
which must be enlarged and is
called "The University Zone."
As Bill Baron said, "Who else
wants it?", meaning of course, The
University Zone. I offer all the luck
in the world to the Greeks if they can
relocate the corps members. Instead of trying to move the problem
to a different part of San jose, the
Greeks should deal with the problem.
The corps teaches their members "to deal with all classes of people." The Greeks should try to do
this too. The fraternities want to be
"involved with the community" but
are not doing it.
I agree that they should try to
limit the growth of such programs
downtown, but they should learn to
deal with these problems. This is
what makes SJSU unique, the different kinds of people, whether they be
derelicts, Greeks or whatever. SJSU
students differ from Stanford students, for example, because we are
living in the "real" world and dealing with people from all walks of
life.
This is an institution of higher
education and the derelicts should
be kept oft campus so they will not
interfere with learning. Walking
downtown is a quick course in the diversity of life which should be
cleaned up, not moved.
However, if the Greeks want
any action on this issue, they must
deal with the Department of Labor
officials in Washington. Good luck,
you will need it in your quest for ex -

pansion of "The University Zone."
Aaron Crowe
Journalism
freshman

Advertising
attack unwarranted
Editor:
As a part-time instructor at
SJSU and a former Spartan Daily
reporter, I pick up the paper now
and then, not so much to find out
what’s happening on campus but to
follow the progress of the Daily itself. It’s interesting to see how it
continues to stay the same in many
ways, while in others it has changed
considerably. One thing I have noticed lately is that the Daly seems
intent on waging war with other departments on campus. There was
the unprovoked attack on KSJ:. (the
aftermath of which has died dawn so
I won’t mention my specific objections to it(. And the other day there
appeared the article I’m responding
to, the one abut advertising people.
It was an enormously pompous observation about a supposedly singleminded type of person whom your
reporter would not want to be like.
Having worked in the professional media of newspapers and
broadcasting, I have found advertising people to be not only individuals
of integrity, but professionals who
pride themselves on fair play. While
newspapers may need advertising
and therefore have to "tolerate" it,
there is an industry of private businesses which needs advertising to
stay afloat in this competitive
world. Obviously your reporter has
never witnessed negotiations between an advertising agent and a
client the giving and taking, the
trades and agreements, the time
spent on campaigns and positioning
or he would have a different view

of advertisers. Of curse money is a
part of it; capitalism means there’s
money to be made, and to denounce
it is somewhat hypocritical. Even.
the journalist wouldn’t do his job for
free.
There’s also the foot-in-mouth
aspect of it: I admire the journalist’s dedication to unbiased reporting, but to indulge in this self-satisfied patting on the back is not only
arrogant, but perhaps premature.
and
For often in this business
many times for the same of money
principled journalist will
that
change careers. He may find himself in the world of advertising:
writing copy, dreaming up jingles
and slogans, and finding that it’s not
that difficult to maintain a virtuous
perspective.
But then I am not writing this
letter in defense of the advertiser as
much as to as the Daily why it suddenly feels it necesary to engage in
these unprovoked assaults. Just because you have an outlet for expression of opinions doesn’t mean
opinions have to formulated out of
thin air and a lack of understanding
of the subject matter. This is especially noticeable when the opinions
concern departments on this campus, some of which the Daily works
with very closely. Come on, let’s
have a little campus camaraderie.
After all, we are here to learn our
trade, not glorify it.
Brad Ryder
Radio-TV
instructor
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature, major, phone
number and class standing. The
phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.
The opinions in letters are those of
the writers, and do not necessarily
represent those of the Spartan
Daily.

What do you think of the election results?
Asked in front of the Student Union.

I haven’t been keeping
up with it but I voted for
CnIPIRG. I think that’s
really good. I didn’t vote
for anything else.
Jeff Brown
Radlo/Broadcasting
senior

I don’t really know who
has been elected for everything except for president.
It doesn’t seem they had
much 0/a turnout. I didn’t
know much about the candidates because I didn’t
read up on them. I didn’t
have the time.
Cathy Blake
l’uhlic Relations
senior

I think they are good.
think more people should
get involved. I think they
need more publicity because it seemed there was
only two days before the
election that we heard
about it.
Grace Kushan
Business
junior

I worked on CalPIRG
and we worked very hard
to get It passed, so that result was satisfactory. I
don’t think the voter turnout was the majority of students on this campus but I
think the election is effective for those who care.
Matt Peterson
Political Science
junior

I didn’t look into the
election too closely. I had a
friend tell me how to vote.
When I’m not that informed, I choose to vote
that way. Maybe I don’t
make a right decision but
then I don’t mcke a wrong
decision.
Matthew Payne
Art
junior
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Diane McKenna, 39, graduated from
SJSU in 1974 with a B.A. degree in behavioral science. In 1976 she received her
Masters degree in Urban planning, and
was elected to the Sunnyvale City Council
in 1977. In 1981 she was appointed mayor,
and after serving the position for one year
she returned to her seat on the city council. She is now serving her second term as
the Mayor of Sunnyvale, after winning the
council’s apornvol Ingt (nil
McKenna spoke at length with Daily reporter Eric Gill on the life of a small-town
mayor.
Q: With competition from better
known schools such as Stanford and Berkeley, is it difficult for an &NU grad to
compete for jobs in Silicon Valley?
A: I think there is a general attitude
out there about Stanford and Berkeley
Icing the premier schools, and San Jose
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with Diane McKenna
State is looked upon as being less favorable.
I remember when I chose to go to San
Jose State, it was looked upon as a nuts
and bolts school and Berkeley was known
as a policy school for urban planning. As
far as having a certain reputation, well I
met a lady that had received a degree in
public planning from Berkeley. I have to
admit she was sort of a snob.
Q: What kind of reputation does San
Jose State have among people you meet in
political and business circles in the area?
A: People tend to intially be impressed with the school you graduate
from, but once you get out there and prove
yourself, no one really cares what school
you’re from.
I think San Jose State has a reputation
for certain areas being strong.
Q: Such as?
A: I’ve heard that San Jose State is
good for its music and arts programs.
Q: Last year two electronics companies in Sunnyvale laid off 200 employees.
Is there a fear among city officials in the
Valley that more companies will follow
Atari’s lead, and start laying off workers?
A: I think that we anticipated the evolutionary process of the electronics industry. And we anticipated that the manufacturing aspect of the industry won’t remain
in Silicon Valley, but that the research and
development, and the "new start up companies" will remain here.
As long as you have the technology
here, and the potential for new ideas, I
think you’re going to see jobs here in the
Silicon Valley.
Q: Has it been difficult, given the high
cost of housing in the area, to attract companies to your city?
A: For industry it has caused some
problems trying to attract people to work
here, but we have 80,000 people each day
coming into Sunnyvale looking for jobs.
Q: In an interview last November,
shortly before you were appointed mayor,
you said people were looking for an alternative, and that you are that alternative.
Can you explain why?
A: What I meant by being the alternative is flat. The two other people who were
infested in being mayor were less favor-

able in dealing uith the council.
Q: In that same interview, you also
spoke of a "model hazardous materials ordinance." Could you briefly describe that
ordinance?
A: It was recently approved by the
council. It’s an ordinance that deals with
the storage of chemicals.
Q: How does it compare with other
city’s ordinances?
A: It doesn’t. We are one of the first
cities to have such an ordinance. What has
been really comendable is that (city employees) have worked together toward it.
It has also been supported by business.
The industry that is most concerned about
it though, is the petroleum industry because of gas stations. The ordinance would
force them to have double containment.
Right now there’s only single storage containment, and of course it’s costly. But

’People tend to initially
be impressed with the
school you graduate
from, but once you get
out there and prove
yourself, no one really
cares what school
you’re from.’
then they don’t come out against an ordinance if it won’t cost them.
Q: With Deukmejian’s budget cuts,
what areas has Sunnyvale been forced to
cut back on?
A: We don’t know yet, because we
haven’t seen it. But I think we anticipate a
reduction in state subvensions, which is
money coming back to us.
We have been lucky. Our sales tax has
made up a larger proportion of our budget
than we anticipated. It’s cushioned some
of the other cutbacks.
Q: What do you think of Reagan’s so
called federalism policy of getting the
states and local goverments to share some

01 the tax burden’?
A: Anytime a president has used the
term federalism for local governments, it
has meant added responsibility, with less
funds.
I think we’re probably going to see the
impact of some things being turned over to
the states. My concern in that regard is
that if the money goes to the states first,
local governments are going to be in trouble.
Q: There is a growing sentiment
amongst Sunnyvale City council members
to put the mayor’s positin on the ballot and
let the residents vote for the mayor. Would
you support such an initiative?
A: I’ve come out in opposition to it. I
think it requires an understanding of the
strong council-manager form of government in Sunnyvale. The council serves as
the policy body, and the manager serves
as the administrative body. If we elect the
mayor, the position will become more administrative. That puts a different powerplay between the mayor and the council. I
think it tends to politicize the office.
Q: Tom McEnery seems to be trying
to strengthen the office of mayor in San
Jose, do you think that is good or bad?
A: I think San Jose is a good example
of that, in that McEnery has no more
power than the one vote he has on the
council.
I’m not opposed to !-.a.(i.ig a directly
elected mayor. In fact I think San Jose
would be better off with a strong mayorcouncil form of goverment. You only have
the power if you can hire and fire. The
power you have is only as much as the
amount of power other people see you as
having.
Tom McEnery’s power is perceived
by residents as being greater than what he
actually has with the council.
Q: Did you support Sunnyvale’s recent gun control initiative?
A: Yes I did.
Q: Why?
a: First of all I don’t think the gun control initiative is unconstitutional. I personally believe that statistics show that you
are safer in your home without a gun than
you are with one. I also saw the initiative
as a way to reduce violence in our society

I sav, a recent statistic that said about
80 percent of the guns criminals obtain.
they get from burglarizing residents’
homes. The "innocent" resident is already
the main supplier of guns in our society.
Q: Do you have your sights set on
seeking a county supervisor position?
A: No. I would never run for the board
of supervisors. I wouldn’t want that job
Q: Women such as yourself have had
considerable success seeking political offices at the local level. Do you foresee a
time in the near future when women will
have comparable success at the state and
national levels?
A: I personally would hope that they
would achieve that success at those levels
I think you’ll see it occur at a slow rate
dltantadkwesillsinogmteob:arifdcywicheo is really
dedicated
D: have you had any problems in poll -

’I think San Jose would
be better off with a
strong mayor-council
form of government.
You only have the
power if you can hire
and fire.’
tics specifically
woman?

because

you

are

a

A: No. None whatsoever. I think that
people, at this point in the history of
women, being involved in government,
tend to trust women more, because the
public motivating factor for women is different from that of men.
I think they view women as wanting to
make a contribution, and they tend to see
men as wanting to get something out of it.
Although they don’t say it on these terms,
I think people don’t think women are likely
to be bought
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Guest opinion

People killing themselves with no exercise, fast food, fast lane
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By Michael Hanlon
In an effort to keep up with a fast-paced lifestyle,
people are neglecting their health.
They rush through breakfast or skip it, then hurry to
join the thousands of others commuting to school or
work. Stress begins to build as they find themselves perpetually held up in rush hour traffic.

More and more companies are installing exercise
equipment as an added incentive for their employees.
With people putting out minimal effort in this highly
technological society, it is to their advantage to use such
facilities.
For people who don’t belong to companies with recreation rooms, there are always parks that are ideal for
leisurely, refreshing walks.

As they arrive at work, they may already find themselves dreading the day.
When lunchtime rolls around they may be too busy
to eat or just have time to get in a few bites. If they are
really involved, they’ll confine themselves to their desks
and not get a chance to take a break.

Even if the lunch hour cannot be used to get away,
people might find themselves more refreshed if they
take a break to collect their thoughts or relax sometime
during the day.

Under some circumstances this can’t always be
avoided. However, considering how structured most
people’s lives are, they may be missing the only opportunity to relax for a short while.
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Like any other habits people develop, a suitable
exercise program and relaxation time should be included. Along with this, people also need to pay more attention to what they are putting into their bodies.
If people expect to function to their fullest capacity

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Move soldiers
to Building U
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Editor:
Your recent article
barriers
access
about
brought into focus just a
few of the problems of
"mobility-impaired" students and temporarily
handicapped people with
sprains or broken legs. Although the problem of accessibility is very complex,
I can suggest a simplr, solution to the problem of
Building U.
Today as I sat watching our female soldiers
in
around
marching
heeled-shoes, it occurred to
me that anyone who could
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march around so smartly
in heels ( let alone walk)
did not have a mobility
problem. With this in mind,

it would be a small matter
to put the military in Building U and put the occupants of Building U in Mac-

Quarry Hall.
Norma Scheurkogel
German
junior
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they must eat nutritionally balanced diets. It should go
hand in hand with exercise.
If they don’t maintain good physical health, they
may find other problems manifested from lack of
proper diet.
People often don’t realize that such ailments as
chronic tiredness, irritability, and depression are warnings from their body to take better care of it.
Unfortunately, it sometimes takes ulcers, heart at-

tacks or mental depression before people realize how seriously they have overlooked their health.
If people don’t make an effort to be physically and
mentally in tune, they may make a mistake they will
later regret.
Michael Hanlon, a Health Science major, is a member of the Student Health Advisory Board, a group of
student volunteers which advises the Student Health
Service.
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Instructor returns home
to help China’s economy
By Bob Teeter
An SJSU finance professor will
,00n go back to his native country to
work there for the first time in over
30 years.
James Ma will teach in September and October at Hefei Polytechni(al University in China.
Ma plans to study the People’s
Bank of China, the equivalent of
America’s Federal Reserve System,
for the remainder of the semester.
He was a junior in college in
Fuzhou when the Communist government took over in 1949 and he
went to Taiwan.
Ma returned to China as a visitor in 1979 and 1981.
He wants to contribute to
China’s program of "Four Modernizations" in science and technology,
agriculture, industry and defense,
he said.
"I owe my country. That’s my

the government sends to the univer
sity to learn business skills, he said.
"They are very weak in bum
ness administration," Ma said.
The Chinese government favors
Hefei Polytechnical University, and
82 other "national key schools,"
with more money ahead of less prestigious universities.
Ma compared the system to California’s, in which the University ol
California campuses receive more
money than the California State University system.
"I feel like I’m going to teach at
Berkeley," he said.
The university specializes in science, considered important for
China’s modernization.
Hefei itself is a country city 100
miles northwest of Shanghai with
600,000 people, fewer than in San
Jose.
Ma will be provided with room
and board, but will not be paid because he will be on sabbatical.

native country. ’
China has been developing its
economy by using Western business
techniques in recent years. Ma said,
so he offered his services. Most
Americans who want to teach in
China have to make an offer themselves.
"It was almost a year before I
heard from them," he said. It was finally -approved by some agency
somewhere."
Ma is working on adapting his finance teaching to the Chinese system.
While American firms work to
produce a profit for stockholders, he
said, Chinese enterprises work to
meet quotas set by government economic planners.
"The basic principles are the
same," Ma said, such as increasing
a company’s production and sales.
The students he will be teaching
will probably be factory managers

Songleader tryouts
Show SJSU spirit
p.m. today and Friday and from
12:30 to 4:30 p.m. Thursday in room
201 of the Men’s Gym. Tryouts for
the squad will be 2:30 p.m. April 14
in front of the Women’s Gym.

By Alicia Tippetts
Hidden campus chearleaders
can come out in the open and yell,
cheer,and jump to their heart’s content. Or until their vocal chords fail.
Workshops for next semester’s
cheerleader and song girl squads
will be conducted from 12:30 to 2:30

cheerleaders Kim Ono and Jana
Wilcox said.
Ono said there are currently
four cheerleaders
three females
and one male. She said the squad for
next semester should consist of five
more male and two more female
cheerleaders.
Male cheerleaders, Ono said,
would make the cheers "a lot more
dynamic for crowds to see, would
add more strength and add a lot to
the voice power." She said they
would make it possible for the

Cheerleader hopefuls will learn
technique, mandatory cheers and
partner stunts in the workshops,

Cheerleader
workshops will
be held today
cheerleaders to perform partner
stunts and to form pyramids.
During
tryouts,
female
cheerleader hopefuls will be required to perform a mandatory
cheer
assigned
by
current
cheerleaders, their own creative
cheer, and a "game action" cheer.
A "game action" cheer is one that
"leads the crowd a little more," Ono
said.
Guys will be required to do a
mandatory cheer, partner stunts,
and a "game action" cheer.
Song girl applicants will have to
perform one mandatory routine,
and an origional routine, Ono said.
The
difference
between
cheerleaders and song girls is that
cheerleaders are "out there to lead
and motivate the crowd" while song
girls are "there to perform dance
routines, and to back up the
cheerleaders with voices and in
leading the crowd," Ono said.
Wilcox said when people think of
SJSU, they think of people with a
bad name and reputation, and the
cheerleaders want to get people to
"look upon us as something good,
not something negative."

Blind receive newsletter
Free quarterly bulletin informs students

By Diane Murphy
Blind and visually impaired students can take
heart. There is a free publication just for them.
A free newsletter for blind and visually-impaired
students is being offered by the National Alliance of
Blind Students.
The quarterly bulletin features news of interest to
blind students and comes in cassette and large print
versions.
Recent articles included information on scholarships, legislative news for students and blind students, and information on special equipment for the
blind and where to get it.
Membership in NABS is not necessary to receive
the newsletter.
An affiliate of the American Council of the Blind,
the National Alliance was formed in 1977. Its newsletter was started in November. The next issue comes out
in May, according to ACB Public Affairs Director

Bug Problems?

Laura Oftedahl. It now has over 1,000 subscribers.
May’s bulletin will feature news on the ACB’s national convention in July.
The editor of the NABS newsletter, Darian Slayton, is a blind college student working towards a master’s degree in social work at the University of Washington, Seattle.
ACB also offers the "Washington Connection." By
dialing toll free r 800) 424-8666 from 3 p.m. to noon, callers can hear a taped update on pending federal legislation. Included are news on topics affecting blind people, such as polling place accessibility and social
security. The tape is changed at least once a week.
To receive the newsletter, or for more information, write: National Alliance of Blind Students, American Council of the Blind; 1211 Connecticut Ave., NW,
Suite506: Washington, D.C. 20036.
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RA’s hired by new process
By Mark Sweeny
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A new hiring procedure has been added to the process of selecting resident advisers in the seven SJSU
dormitories. The applicants will be participating in
group interviews to demonstrate their leadership abilities in abstract situations.
These group interviews will be conducted this
week and conclude on Monday, April 11.
The selection committee is headed by Jerry
Myron, Markham Hall resident director, Rene Singleton, West Hall resident director and Steve Willis,
Allen Hall resident director.
Willis said a new procedure was added because individual interviews tend to be boring and do not tell
enough about the applicant’s skills.
He added there were 80 applicants but the list was
narrowed down to 75 because some failed the first step
of the hiring process by not filling out their applications completely or legibly.
The number of resident adviser openings for next
semester will not be known until May. Singleton said
they need to contact the current resident advisers and
determine which ones will not be returning in August.
There are 50 resident advisers in the dormitories.
If the applicant passes this stage of the hiring process, Willis said they will be interviewed by a panel of
three resident directors.
The salary for being resident advisers is having
room and half their board paid. The resident advisers
also are able to compensate the other half of the board
by working in the Dining Commons and being paid by
Spartan Shops.
Singleton said a resident adviser’s duties include
being a counselor to the residents on their floor. She
said they also plan cultural, recreational and social activities.
Each group interview will include from ten to 14
applicants. Myron said a 20-member panel will be observing the applicant’s response and their group interaction skills.
The panel will include the eight resident directors
and twelve of the current resident advisers. They will
evaluate the applicants during the group interaction
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PR scholarship
honors Nofziger
By John Venturino
A 8500 scholarship has been established in honor of
SJSU graduate and former Reagan adviser Lyn Nofziger.
The award is available to public relations students
who demonstrate high academic achievement, professional promise, leadership, and an interest in government or politics.
Nofziger was a 1951 journalism graduate and was
managing editor of both the Glendale News-Press and
the Burbank Review before becoming a political
writer for the Copley newspapers in Washington, D.C.
In 1966 he became then-California Gov. Reagan’s
press secretary, and he has been a close Reagan adviser ever since.
According to Ken Blase, scholarship chairman for
the journalism and mass communications department, the first award will be presented at the Communications Week banquet April 14. Unfortunately, applications are no longer being accepted for this year,
according to Blase.
Funds for the scholarship were made available
through an anonymous donation to the department,
according to chairman Dennis Brown.
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sessions and rate each applicant’s overall performance from a low mark of one to a high mark of five.
After completing the three stages of the hiring process, the quailfied applicants are eligible to become
resident advisers. Myron said if there are more qualified applicants than openings, an alternate hiring list
will be kept on file.
Willis said an alternate list is important because
many people change their minds over the summer
break and may decide not to return to the dormitories.
He said he will be looking for candidates who demonstrate leadership abiity and have been involved with
dormitory activities such as being a member of a residence hall activity council.
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It is a wet Saturday morning. Heavy raindrops fall on
the small planes lined up along the runway at Reid -Hillview Airport. Four people huddle under an airplane wing
watching a group of planes landing and taking offover
and over again.
From the air, the planes on the ground look like toys.
The runway looks far too small to land on. Roger Murray
approaches the landing strip in his Cessna 152, a small,
single-engine plane. His objective is to hit a three-foot
wide white line.
Murray is one of nine members of SJSU’s precision
flying team, sponsored by the Flying Twenty Club. The
other members are: George Larkin, Kim McFarland,
Bert Webb, Kirk Sperry, Rick Hanson, Maury Gottlieb,
Lauren Aste, and Doug Basham. The leader of the team is
Larry Graves. 29, an SJSU aeronautics graduate and a
member of the 1981 U.S. Precision Flight Team.
Landing on the white line, or the short field landing, is
only one of many exercises the team practices. Other acts
include the power-off landing, in which the pilot pulls the
throttle to idle to simulate a power loss, a navigation
event, aircraft recognition, and message drop.
The many hours of practicing culminates in the annual Pacific Coast Intercollegiate Flying Association’s
Regional Safety and Flight Evaluation Conference. SJSU
has sent a team to this conference the past 25 years.
The top three entries go to the national competitions.
SJSU is the only college in the Pacific Coast Region to be
invited to the national competions every year since they
started participating.
This year’s regional competition was in Prescott,
Ariz. on March 25 through 27. The trip there cost approximately $300 for the fliers, many of whom doubled-up to
save expenses.
SJSU finished second in the competition with 103
team points behind Orange Coast College who finished
first with 115 points. First place winners were George
Larkin in the navigation event and Bob Kennedy in aircraft recognition. Some of the second place finishers were
Doug Basham in navigation, Lauren Aste in power-off
spot landing, and Rick Hansen in the message drop.
"The kids did really well," Graves said. "I was proud
as hell with them."
He said he and the team are extremely excited about
their prospects of doing well at the national competition,
May 5 in Battle Creek, Mich. The team is in the midst of
working on its weak points and scraping together money,
Graves said.
Murray, 21, is a typical team member. He has been
flying since age 16. He got a job at Reid-Hillview washing
planes when he was 15, and started taking flying lessons,
trading work hours for flying time. He is an accounting
major, unlike most of the other team members, who are
aeronautics majors.
"Judging in this event is strict," Murray said as he
swung around for his third attempt to land on the line.
"They get down to a foot or a half foot."
On his fifth attempt, Murray piloted his plane slowly
over the houses. He carefully gauged exactly when to pull
the throttle. According to precision flying rules, once the
power is cut, it cannot be added back. He came down hesitantly, almost hovering. Finally he landedright on the
line.
"I just won the nationals," Murray proudly announced.
All of the members appeared to be having a good
time, despite the rain. Team leader Larry Graves agreed.
"It’s a lot of fun," Graves said. "But what’s really defeating us is a lack of funding."
Graves said the team spends between $5,000 and 810,000 a year. Each team member spends approximately
$1,000.
The A.S. recently allocated $150 to the team.
"SJSU has one of the premier flying teams and the
school refuses to support or acknowledge it," Graves
said. He said that of the 160 college teams across the country, the majority are sponsored by their schools.
The team is currently looking for sponsors in the Bay
Area, Graves said.
He becomes angry when asked about the funding situation, because he feels the school should fund the team.
He is proud about the team and its history, and can cite
many examples of its excellent performance.
In addition to the fact that SJSU has had a flying team
at the national competitions the past 25 years, graduates
of SJSU have been on every U.S. team.
Graves also tells about the 1971 national competition
held at San Jose. President Bunsel wrote a personal letter
of congratulation for the team’s second place finish,
"even though the university was denying flying to go on."
The attitude of the chancellor’s office has remained
unchanged for 20 years, Graves said. However, he said he
is hopeful that the new chancellor, W. Ann Reynolds, will
change the policy.
’ I’m very hopeful that she will have a progressive
and forward-thinking attitude about the validity of university flying teams," Graves said.
He said the university is concerned that the school
will be held liable in case of an accident.
"We’ve answered their fears," Graves said. "We
could obtain insurance that would cover our activities."
Graves said there has never been a crash by a team
member or an accident during competition.
"Airplanes are not dangerous," Graves said. "The pilots are the ones that are dangerous, and if the pilot has a
good attitude there aren’t going to be any accidents."
"This type of competitive flying makes you a real excellent pilot," he added. "By practicing you become a better pilot."
"It’s incredible that they won’t sponsor the team,"
Graves continued, watching his team members landing in
the rain. "It’s just an outrage."
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Free Miller Raffle

Top, George Larkin, pledi
sion flying club member, on
ties the tail, middle, checks
instruments, and bottom,
pulls his plane to the fuel
pump in preparation for a
practice flight at Reid -Hill
view Airport. SJStTs flying
team took second place at
the Pacific Coast regional
competition held March 25
27 in Prescott Ariz.
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Spartans rise and shine for training
By Bruce Barton
While the sound of
cracking bats heralded the
beginning of the major
league baseball season
yesterday. SJSU football
players were also beginning an opening day of
sorts, when they attended
their first training session
at south campus yesterday.
According to wide
receiver coach Dave
Baldwin, about 90 hopefuls
were expected to show up
for a series of warm-up
exercises and offensive and
defensive fundamentals,
culminating in small team
scrimmages.
The team will be
practicing
Tuesday,
Wedensday and Thursday
from 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
every week. The teams will
hold scrimmages every
Saturday.
Being what he called,
"a
throwing
team,"
Baldwin said one of the
major holes that need to be
filled will be the quarterback position, a hole left
vacant by the departure of
sensation Steve Clarkson,
who led the Spartans’ offensive unit to 30-plus
points-per-game the last
two seasons and an 8-3
record last season.
Head coach Jack
Elway agreed.
"The
quarterback is the starting
point of your offense," he
said, adding three throwers
will be applying for the job,
led by sophomore Rick

As the gray clouds and gusty winds of an unusually wet winter give way to the friendly and warm skies of spring, the Spartan football team begins to stretch
out for another season of bruising fall football fireworks, still five months away. The team will practice every Tuesday through Thursday and hold scrimmage
games every Saturday.
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Sloan t 6-4, 204 lbs.) who
played very minimally for
the Spartans in three
games last year.
Redshirt Bob Frasco
(6-1, 190) and junior college
transfer Jon Carlson (6-1,
192) round out the competition for quarterback.
the
Elway added
Spartans must also replace
almost an entire secondary
this season. Among those
departing from the Spartan
secondary were two-time
all-Americans Gill Byrd
Thomas.
Ken
and
However, seniors Ray
Williams ( 5-9, 178) and
Sherman Coeroft (6-2, 184)
will return.
Though the team expects 38 returnees as opposed to 36 last semester,
almost all of those returning are short on playing
experience with the
Spartans from last year.
Still, the mood of the
Spartan coaching staff is
one of optimism as expressed
by
inside
linebacker coach Larry
Kerr. "We expect as good
or better team than last
year," he said.
The 24 players signed
on by Elway earlier this
year represent one of the
best recruiting years ever,
according to the coaching
staff. The list of recruits
includes four junior college
all-Americans, defensive
end Terry McDonald,
defensive back Frank
Witherspoon, wide receiver

Keith
McDonald and
defensive lineman Ted
Hughes.
Baldwin said Elway,
starting his fifth year with
the Spartans, likes his
players to emphasise
accuracy in learning their
positions over full -contact,
hard-nosed play when
conducting practices.
"He (Elway) is not the
type of coach to condition
his ballplayers for the sake
of conditioning," he said,
adding he wants players to
know their positions above
all else.
Baldwin aid the 2-hour
practices
are
very
structured, beginning with
five minutes on flex drills,
30 minutes each on offensive and defensive
fundamentals,
before
forming 7-on-7 groups for a
drill called pass skelly
where both wide receivers
and cornerbacks practice
similtaneously. After a
five-minute water break,
both offensive and
defensive units test
themselves on inside and
outside running plays.
Spring training for the
Spartan football team will
continue through May 5
and culminate with the
Spartan Hall of Fame
Spring game vs. Alumni, 7
p.m. May 7 at Spartan
Stadium.
And as to whm will and
will not make the team?
"We’ll have to wait and
see," Elway said.

Spring sport signups available
Leisure Services offers chance for student competition

in
.13
At Earth Toys Ski Tune-up.!
Special !!
Only 10.00 !!!

By Sam White
Spring is finally in the air, and with all the activity at
the Leisure Services office, this is clearly evident.
Leisure Services, sponsor of intramural sports at
SJSU is now taking sign-ups for its golf and tennis tournaments, according to Peter Vadney, office spokesperson.
Vadney said that sign-ups for the men’s, women’s,
and co-ed softball league were taken up until March 24 and
play will begin April 11.
The one-day golf tournament is scheduled for April 8
at the Pleasant Hill Country Club course in San Jose. The
tourney will feature both novice and open competition,
according to Vadney, and is scheduled to last from noon to
five. Grant fees will be $6 per person.
Golfers may compete on team or in the singles’
division.
The tennis tournament is tentatively scheduled for
April 23 and 24 at south campus. Vadney said. Men’s and

women s single competition will he featured along with
men’s, women’s, and co-ed double competition. Players
will be categorized by open and novice divisions.
Vadney said the intramural basketball league is
running smoothly and league play is schecjuled to end on
April 11. He said that the 71 teams in the league are
divided into a women’s league and three divisions,
depending on their level of skill. The women’s teams, of
which there are only five, play only on Sunday nights. The

remaining 66 men’s teams are in Sunda2, Monday and
Thursday night divisions.
Basketball playoffs are scheduled for April 14, according to Vadney. The four top women’s teams will play
each other for the women’s championships. In the men’s
competiton, eight teams from each of the two A-leagues
will compete while eight teams from each of four Bleagues and 16 teams in the eight C-leagues square off.

According to Intramural office
spokesperson Pete Vadney, a one
day golf tournament scheduled for
April 8 will feature both novice
and open competition.

Tracksters at Stanford
Stanford Stadium was
the site last Friday and
Saturday for the annual
Martin Luther King
Games".
"Freedom

Featured were big name
schools such as Villanova,
USC, Stanford, Long Beach
State and the undefeated
SJSU mens track and field

team.
The
"Freedom
Games," which originated
in Philadelphia, have been
held annually at Stanford

TQUARTET
If you’re a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do you
know what’s stopping you from getting the American Express’ Card?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We
believe in you now. And were_proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That’s it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer
is even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now?
First of all, it’s a good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you
know that’s important.
Of course, the Card is also good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for
things like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card is recognized and
welcomed worldwide, so are you.
So fill in the coupon below and American Express will send you a Special
Student Application right away. We’ll also send along a free handbook that has
everything you need to know about credit.
The American Express Card. Don’t leave school without it’
r

Please send me Special Student Application
for the American Express Card and the free
Credit Handbook.
Mail this coupon to:
American Express Travel Related Services Co., Inc
P.O. Box 222, Church Street Station
New York, New York 10046

Stadium for the past three
years, said Ernie Bullard,
SJSU track coach.
Fred Schumacher of
SJSU, won the hammerthrow with 2033" while
pole vaulter Felix Bohni
emerged a winner with
17’6". Other SJSU winners
was Wiley Watson who won
the 100 meters with 10:69.
SJSU places second in the
mile relay with 3:11.9, third
in the 400 meters with
40:91, and third in the twomile relay with 7:32. SJSU
also competed in the
javelin throw and the
distance medley but did not
place in either event,
Bullard said.
This Saturday, SJSU
will host San Diego State
who is also undefeated.
Feild events will begin at
10:15 a.m, and will be held
at Bud Winter field.
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There will be a general meeting of the Black Students of
Engineering at 6:30 P.m. today and Thursday in ENG 148.
For more information, call Carl Seabrook, 277-2214.
Delta Sigma Pi will present "Financial Planning as a
Career and Financial Strategies for Young People" at
1:30 p.m. today in Council Chambers. Michael Owens

ENGINEERING

0

from Universty Securities is the speaker.

The film ’Acid Rain: Requium or Recovery" will be
shown at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. today in Duncan Hall,
Room 515 free of charge. For more information contact
Professor Ken MacKay at 277-2311.

COMPUTER SCIENCE

An exhibition of eight portraits by Robert Munoz is
being presented through Friday in Gallery 5 of the Art
building. Gallery hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The Campus Christian Center continues its series on
peace from noon to 1 p.m. today in the S.U. Costanoan
Room. For more information, call Natalie Shiras, 2980204.
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Graduates, Seniors!
If you’re seeking employment in
Silicon Valley, RICH’S GUIDE is
a must.
GUIDE has been called the "Bible"

the electronics industry and been featured
Fortune, Electronic Business , San Jose Mercury,
Solid Technology, Forbes. Peninsula Times
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1100 electronic companies. It lists
addresses, phone numbers, major products and
numb of employees.
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$15 discount, good
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Suite 215
’Palo Alto, CA 94303
114151 961 - 9557
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Workshop denounces dullness
By Cassie MacDuff
Professor Fleet rushes into the classroom, v, hips
out his lecture notes and says, "We have a great deal
of material to cover today," and launches into his lecture. He lectures rapidly and continuously, never
pausing for questions, then packs up his notes and
leaves as soon as the class period is over.
What kind of classroom atmosphere has Fleet created? asks Ron McBeath, coordinator of workshops
where SJSU faculty can brush up on teaching techniques.
McBeath, director of the Instructional Resource
Center, has been leading faculty workshops for 10
years on a range of topics from developing essay and
objective tests to preparing lectures and conducting
classroom discussions.
Recently McBeath conducted a workshop on improving instructor-student relationships.
"Professor Fleet" is one of the characters
dreamed up by McBeath and colleague Jerry Kemp to
illustrate ways faculty members may inadvertently
set up negative relationships with their students.
In another scenario, "Ms. Long" is giving her
class a timed essay exam, but before letting them get
started, she recites a lengthy description of how the
test will be graded. Her students, already nervous
about the test, are growing more and more agitated.
"Mr. Goodman" leads a discussion on a topic in
which several students have expressed an interest. He
doesn’t pressure any student to participate, but listens
and reponds to each comment or question so each student who wishes to take part in the exchange feels free
to do so.
McBeath and Kemp offer workshops for SJSU fac-

ulty who "are looking for ways of improving their own
competencies," McBeath said. The training is limited
to faculty and staff so that it provides a "non-critical"
and "positive-reinfoicing"atmosphere.
The workshops "help faculty reexamine cliches
and) see things in a different, broader perspective,"
McBeath said. Even the best instructor can grow stale
after years of teaching the same courses, he said.
Occupational therapy professor Lela A. Llorens
attended the recent workshop on instructor-student
relationships. It was the sixth or seventh of McBeath’s
workshops she has attended since coming to SJSU in
August, she said.
"I’ve been teaching almost 20 years," Llorens
said. "This is a way of making it new again. I enjoyed
the workshop because it reinforced some of the ideas I
already had but also there were some new ideas . .
new ways of looking at old problems."
Llorens said she used one of the ideas from the recent workshop in her research methods class Wednesday evening. When she entered the classroom, the students were already seated behind tables around the
room, Llorens said.
"I asked them to move out from behind the tables," she said. "Having just been to the workshop, it
was uppermost in my mind that it would be more conducive to discussion and sharing ideas" if the students
sat in a circle without the barrier of tables between
them, she said.
Llorens said she and other faculty members who
attended the workshop also learned to ask open-ended
questions.
"There are questions that close the exchange and
questions that facilitate more information," she said.
"If a student has not been in class, you should not

GOD(DESS):

say, ’Why did you cut class?" It is better to say ’I’ve
missed you’ or ’I’m glad to see you’re here.’ That way
you open the door for the student to share why they
were absent rather than be on the defensive," Llorens
said.
Respect for students is another message in Mc Heath’s workshop.
"He reminds us we have to be aware of students as
people," Johnson said.
"Everybody loses when any individual student is
not respected in the classroom," Llorens said.
McBeath and Kemp developed the faculty training
programs in 1974 under a grant from the federal government. They surveyed faculty to find out what areas
of teaching instructors felt they needed help in, then
spent one to two years writing each program with its
own manual and workbook to go along with the
workshop.
Workshops are offered free to SJSU faculty but the
instruction "modules" are sold to universities
throughout the country and the world; although the
grant has run out the program is self-sustaining, Mc Beath said.
The workshops are voluntary. Several topics are
offered each semester and each session is usually attended by 10 to 12 people, McBeath said. He estimates
that over the course of 10 years, 25 percent of SJSU faculty will have attended at least one of his workshops.
Instructors who do not have time to attend
workshops can use the material in the manual and
workbook for self-paced study, but McBeath said he
tries to offer sessions on successive Tuesday and
Wednesday afternoons so most who wish to attend can
it one of the sessions into their schedules.

Committee has ’meaty’ ideas for meals
By Mark Sweeny
Serving more meat during breakfast and redecorating the Dining Commons are some ideas introduced
by the Dining Commons Food Service Committee.
The five-member committee is headed by Steve
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i’lcrsol, resident adviser for Markham Hall. He said
the committee was formed to solve the resident’s complaints about the food and to improve the atmosphere
in the Dining Commons.
Teresa Sokol, Allen Hall resident, said, "Instead of
the residents automatically thinking that each meal at
the Dining Commons is going to be terrible, we are trying to make changes to help the residents enjoy the
food more."
Bob Woodward, Dining Commons manager, works
with the committee and implements some of their
ideas.
He said without the committee, he would not get
feedback from the residents about the food and service
of the Dining Commons.
Piersol said one idea is having more breakfast
meat served in the morning.
Greg Mack, Washburn Hall resident, said meat in
the morning was hardly served last semester. After
the committee told Woodward the residents wanted
more meat, he started serving it, he added.

"Bob is very receptive to our ideas, and he will
take them and use them," Mack said.
He said since 1,800 residents eat in the Dining
Commons, there is little variety in the menu. To solve
this problem, Mack said the committee has recommended serving main courses from a particular nationality such as Italian, Chinese or Mexican.
Woodward said the committee also is planning to
redecorate the Dining Commons. He said funds from
the Housing Office and Spartan Shops will be used for
the plans.
To make the Dining Commons’ atmosphere more
intimate, Piersol said 40 round tables will be purchased to replace the long tables.
"We are trying to break out of that cafeteria look,"
Piersol said. "Residents will no longer have to yell
across the table to talk to their friends."
Piersol said the remodeling project also include
better lighting, bringing plants into the Dining Commons and having a sound system so residents can listen to music while they are eating. He said he needs
more remodeling ideas from the residents.
The committee members report their ideas to
the dormitory resdients.
They also listen to the complaints
residents have
about the Dining Commons
and try to solve them.
Piersol said resident
advisers also will conduct
food quality surveys in the
Dining Commons. Based
on these results, Piersol
said Woodward knows
what entrees the residents
prefer.
Piersol said the food
service committee has
been active for several
years,
but
was
not
successsful. He said members only criticize the
menu and their recommendations were based on personal perferences "

Continued from page i
Reichard responded that limiting religious language to
one specific form was unwise.
"Words have power," she said, "but they have
good power and bad power."
If a person was abused or beaten by their father,
then they would likely have a related negative feeling
when God was referred to as "Father," Reichard said.
But for others, the reference to God as "Father"
would be positive. Because of personal lifetime traditions, "it would be bad news for some people to reject
the churches tradition," she said.
"Everyone has had life-shaping experiences that
change the way they think about, hope about and speak
about God," Reichard said. But the experiences of one
person cannot be imposed on another, she added.
"The synagogue and the church have to affirm tradition, live in the present, but shoot for the future," she
said, adding that by doing this they are open to change
but still preserve the value of tradition.
Theology is a spiritual vision that is based on the
present but also on the traditions of the past, Reichard
said.
"The combination of the two is what that vision is
all about," she said.

FULLERTON:
Continued from page 1
binding or only advisory to the A.S. board of directors,
however, requires an internal interpretation of the
A.S. incorporation document. Fullerton said.
’ "’fhat’s the AS’s business," she said.
The RAFI states 81.90 of each student’s fees is automatically funded to seven campus groups. The
music department receives 30 cents; the art gallery, 20
cents; the theater arts department, 25 cents; KSJS, 25
cents; the Radio-TV News Center, 25 cents; the Spartan Daily, 50 cents; and the Independent Weekly, 15
cents.
The A.S. board of directors has said RAFI is only
advisory, and claim the directors can budget student
fees differently than the initiative recommends.
Fullerton said there may be "some contradictory
things" in the A.S. constitution. She added she thought
there was one provision in the constitution which says
the board of directors makes decisions over the budget, and another which says the directors should recognize initiatives.

REC:
Continued from page 1
Beall said an unofficial survey of SJSU students indicated that the majority of the students are not in
favor of the change in location.
"If your Rec Center went on block five, the city
controls the students
would have certain controls
don’t seem to want to give up," he said.
Spargo
said the city
A.S. Vice President Rick
would "be in charge" of the center in a joint -venture.
"In a sense, we would be building the city a sports
arena," he said.
Size was another factor to consider, Beall said
SJSU has plans for a center with about 10,00u
seats, according to J. Handel Evans, executive vice
president. The city wants an arena with about 17,000
seats, he said.
"A facility that large would complicate our bonding, " Evans said. "We are building a student facility,
not a public arena," he added.
The city has plans for a large sports arena downtown, Hammer said, adding that Ridder thought a
joint-venture would help the university and the city realize their plans.
But "it would be very hard to work out a joint venture," Hammer said.
Hammer also was not pleased with the idea of putting the arena on block five of the San Antonio Redevelopment project.
"We have that planned for housing development,"
she said. "I don’t want to see those plans change. A big
part of downtown redevelopment is to get people to
move back to downtown."
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April 9 ... Foothill College, Los Altos Hills
April 16 ... Skyline College, San Bruno
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